
Appendix B

DGS Networking, presentation and workshop event

16th Feb 2016 at the Longfield academy, Dartford

Evaluation 

Main Event Costs 

Lunch  £470 
Sundries/Refreshments  £53.26 

Total event cost £523.26  (£300 funded from Cllr Maddison/223.26 DFC funds) 

Additional cost for the Virtual Dementia Tour  £800- funded by KCC commissioning/ DFC fund

Reason for the Event 

Over  the past two years Dementia friendly communities and dementia action alliances have been 
being built across Kent. 
In the DGS area there is a DGS Dementia action alliance which acts as an umberella for the three 
smaller district level dementia friendly communities of Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley.

The local Dementia friendly communities look at the local needs and issues and how best to 
respond, The DGS DAA looks at a slightly more strategic level looking at how change can be 
influenced across the wider area. 

Over the last few years, all the work done in the DGS area through insight gathering and case studies 
It has pointed clearly to the fact that once people are in services then the individual services are 
great, but the issues are more around the initial diagnosis and initially finding their way into the 
available services. 

There has also been seen to be some misunderstandings between agencies about how to refer and 
how to best work together. With all the constant changes in staffing and funding recently knowledge 
of how best to address these issues is being lost to the detriment of local residents. 

All the work in the Dementia Action Alliances and Dementia Friendly Communities have pointed to 
the fact that people with a diagnosis, or family carers really wish to continue their lives as they have 
been for as long as is practicable. This means far more than just health and social care, this means 
that a community response to dementia is needed. 

Local people, residents, family, shops, hobby groups and services, basically everyone that anyone 
would come across in their daily lives could come in contact with someone living with the effects of 
dementia. With a little bit of time, patience and understanding we can allow people affected by 
dementia remain a valuable part of their community for as long as possible. 



The DGS DAA intended to use this event, hosted by the Longfield academy in Dartford, to both 
address the issues above and to also encourage people to have an input into how we can best work 
towards this years chosen priorities through presentations and workshops. 

 Working collaboratively 
 Behaviour which could be challenging 
 Loneliness and Isolation 
 3D’s Dementia Delirium and Depression 
 BME community engagement 
 Plan for tomorrow and Live for today 

The day was open to all and no charges are made for stalls or attendees

Aspects of the day 

There were 3 aspects to the main event these consisted of; a marketplace with various organisations 
having information stalls; Presentations relevant to the DGS priorities; Workshops to better define 
how the DGS DAA should take the chosen priorities forward. 

An additional aspect of involving the Virtual dementia tour was added after KCC commissioning / 
Dementia Friendly community (DFC) project funds agreed to fund the experience for 36 persons 
from a multitude of backgrounds 

Attendees

During the day we asked attendees to sign in, we had 116 people sign in of which 13 classified 
themselves as carers and 5 as having a dementia diagnosis.

During the day 312 hot drinks were provided as well as a light lunch curtesy of Cllr Tom Maddison 
and the DFC fund. 

Exhibitors 

Alzheimer’s and Dementia Support Services
Argo Life and Legacy

Avanti
Bluebird Care
Carers First
Chosen with Care

CAB 
Community Wardens
Crossroads
Darent Valley Hospital
Dementia Adventure



Ellenor
Home improvement agency
Kent and Medway Partnership Trust
Kent Association for Blind
Kent Fire and Rescue
Kent Library service
Kent Search and Rescue
North Kent Volunteer centre
Thackray Williams
The Good Care Group
Training 2 care (virtual dementia tour)
Whitehead Monkton

Feedback

We asked people to fill in ‘feedback ‘form’s for the day as a whole and we received the following 
feedback to date from 36 people 

Did today meet your expectations?   

 yes x 34, partially x 1, no x 1

Did you learn something today? 

yes x 36 

What was the most useful part of the day?

There was a general split in what people found the most useful part of the day, some 
preferred the talks and workshops while others preferred the networking opportunities.

What was the least useful part of the day? 

Only two people responded in this area, one to say the lack of structure of the day, the other 
felt that some of the speakers were the least useful aspect.

Suggestions for future events 

More young people involved, more residents, more people with dementia, young onset 
dementia, possibly squeeze in another session with less gaps, more information for local 
care home providers regarding dementia, presentations from groups and what they do, 
more of these types of events more often in DGS, more people with dementia experiences, 
more carers supportive info- i.e. carers with dementia caring for someone with dementia, 
invite members of the public, young people and learning disabilities



Other feedback 

Thank you and your team for organising the event yesterday. I travelled up from Faversham to 
join you. It's great to see what others are doing in another area. - Speech & Language Therapist 

Just want to thank you for putting on such a good event.  The speakers and workshop sessions were 
great.

I found the most useful part of the day were the husband and wife that described their experience of 
the husbands experience of dementia.  All the talks were very informative. The stalls were good.  I 
can’t actually say what was least useful part of the day.

I must say how much Lyn and myself enjoyed yesterday. We both got so much from it all. I 
congratulate you on a well planned programme everything appeared to run smoothly.

Thank you Tracey for putting on this event which I found very useful and David’s story was truly 
inspirational and emotive.

Although I was only able to attend for the last two hours but found the presentations interesting and 
in laymen’s terms….which was refreshing!

Thank you for arranging the day.  We had numerous very interesting conversations and 
exchanges of info.

Really enjoyed the experience and really the whole day if I’m honest.

I wanted to write to thank you for organising such a great event.  I attended as a 
representative of an NHS organisation but I am also a carer for my Nan who has dementia.

Outcomes from the event (immediate) 

The Longfield Academy wish to become more involved locally after the event
A number of attendees wish to join the local Dementia Friendly communities 
Information was gained to assist the DGS DAA in their priorities 
All those who completed the feedback forms confirmed that they had learnt 
something during the event 
A general wider understanding 
9 new dementia friends 
34 people experienced the Virtual dementia tour
Some family members of attending people living with dementia have been offered 
FREE places on upcoming Virtual dementia tours. 



Virtual Dementia Tour (VDT)

The VDT conducted its own evaluation from those who were able to experience this aspect of the 
day 

34 People experienced this during the day 

VDT cost £800 

Overall did the tour meet your expected learning outcomes?

Definitely x 29, Achieved x 4, half achieved x 1, Did Not x 0

Did the tour reinforce or increase your level of knowledge?

Definitely x 31, Achieved x 2, half achieved x 1, Did Not x 0 

Overall how would you rate the tour?

Excellent x 31, Good x 2, Fair x 1, Poor x 0 

Selection of the Feedback received…

Outstanding – KMPT Psychologist 

Excellent- care homes definitely benefit – NHS will save money on people with dementia being 
admitted to mental health wards- preventative work – KMPT assistant psychologist 

Powerful – very worthwhile both tour and debrief – dementia nurse specialist 

Would like to see as mandatory training for all carers and NHS staff  - Ellinor hospice 

Enlightening, thought provoking- volunteer 

Highly recommend if you have the opportunity to take this tour – housing officer 

This tour is an excellent insight into how people with dementia see/hear the world around them and 
how frightening everyday situations can be – KCC OPPD 

I think all people working with individuals who have dementia, especially in care home settings 
should experience the VDT and debrief- Excellent thought provoking – Home care agency 

Amazing – Lawyer

I got very confused and felt vulnerable in this tour – KCC OPPD

Absolutely amazing experience so much more powerful to live it, if even for a few moments. Would 
love some of our staff to experience this – Carers First 


